
 
 

Please format your abstract in a Word document as outlined below: 

Please use a Sans Serif font such as Calibri or Ariel.  Unless otherwise stated below, font should be size 
12, single spacing and 2.5cm margins. 

Title: Should be descriptive, specific, and concise (20-word limit).  

Authors (your supervisor is a co-author of your work): Surname, initial with the corresponding author 
identified by an asterisk (*)(italic, size 10). 

Author affiliations: Included below the title (bold). 

Key words: A maximum of four key words can be included 

Introduction: Background and rationale to the work, closing with the study objective. 

Material & methods: Clearly reported including sample size and statistical model and programme 
used.  

Results: Inclusion of all relevant results and their statistical significance. Results must reflect the 
methods previously described and provide sufficient evidence to support interpretations. Be accurate 
and consistent with units and restrict to two decimal places. 

Tables & figures: These may be used to display results but must be numbered and appropriately titled; 
table legends above and figure legends below. 

Discussion & conclusions: These should reflect accurately the data given in the Results section. 
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The submission process 

Abstracts are to be submitted as a text document via the upload portal on www.hartpury.ac.uk/alltech 

The deadline for abstract submission is Wednesday 20th April 2022. 
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•Access the conference webpage www.hartpury.ac.uk/alltech  

2
•Click on the 'Submit an Abstract' button.

3
•Complete the submission form, ensuring all required fields (*) are competed 

4

•Upload your abstract to the submission form as a word document

•Please ensure the file name is that of the contributing authors i.e. Smith & Blake

5

•Upload the author agreement form signed by ALL authors; this includes your 
supervisor

6

•Read the Terms and Conditions and tick the box to confrm you have read and agreed 
to them

7
•Press the 'Submit' button

8
•You will be redirected to a screen that should notify you of your successful uoload
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